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1stsubplane

2nd subplane 

3rd subplane

4th subplane         Lower mind

5th subplane  the concretising or materialising  subplane 

The  9 petalled 
Egoic lotus

Abstract/higher mind/3rd aspect of 
the Spiritual Triad 
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1st etheric subplane  of 7th plane of the  cosmic physical plane
2nd etheric subplane 

3rd etheric subplane 

4th etheric 
subplane 

TCF p428-430

• Electrical energy for the regulation of .. everyday life in a way as 
yet incomprehensible; it will produce new methods of 
illuminating, and of heating the world at a small cost and with 
practically no initial outlay. 

• The discovery of radium, and the study of radioactive substances 
and of electronic demonstration.  This knowledge will 
revolutionise the life of man; 

• Utilisation of air routes and the transit of large bodies through 
the air, 

• Life after death demonstrated 
• The analogy between the fourth etheric subplane and the fourth 

or buddhic plane will be studied, for it will be realised that the 
life of ..the planetary Logoi, pours through our (4th)scheme from 

a. The fourth cosmic plane, 
b. The fourth cosmic ether, the fourth plane of the system, the 

buddhic 
c. The fourth etheric subplane of our physical plane.

5th 6th 7th subplanes
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1st etheric subplane  of 7th plane of the  cosmic physical plane

2nd etheric subplane 

3rd etheric subplane 

4th etheric 
subplane 

TCF p429

The fact of the existence of the etheric body will be 
established, and the healing of the dense physical body, via the 
etheric body, by force utilisation and solar radiation, will take 
the place of the present methods.  
Healing will then fall practically into two departments:
1. Vitalisation, by means of:

a. Electricity.
b. Solar and planetary radiation.

2. Definite curative processes, through the occult knowledge 
of:

a. The force centres.
b. The work of the devas of the fourth ether.

5th 6th 7th subplanes 14



1st astral subplane  of 6th plane of the  cosmic physical plane

2nd astral subplane 

3rd astral subplane 

4th astral subplane 

TCF p430

The inflowing force will cause an astral stimulation 
in the bodies of many of the human family who are 
still on that subplane, and will bring about an 
awakening of the desire for harmony in a new 
manner…
The fourth plane is the plane of at-one-ment for 
certain deva and human units, and 
certain groups (the fourth Creative Hierarchy and the 
sixth Deva Hierarchy) have a pronounced karma to 
work out together.

5th 6th 7th subplanes 
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1stsubplane

2nd subplane 

3rd subplane

4th subplane         Lower mind

5th subplane 6th subplane  7th subplane

The  9 petalled 
Egoic lotus

Abstract/higher mind/3rd aspect of 
the Spiritual Triad 

Here can be seen the awakening of the higher consciousness, and the 
first ripple of perception of, and vibratory response to, the causal body. 

TCF 
pp431-
432
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EPIp83 The force and the effect of the
seventh ray influence will, however,
reveal to him the magical work, and
the next twenty five hundred years will 

bring about so much change 
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Aquarius, through its rulers Uranus and Jupiter, transmits the 
two healing rays, R7 (ray of synthesis on the physical plane) & R2 
(Ray of Cosmic Love)

Ray Two is the healing ray par excellence  
and the second healing ray is Ray Seven. 
DINA I p641

R7

R2
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In the Aquarian Labour of 
Hercules, ‘Hercules had to 
aid in the cleansing of the 
world by the right direction 
of the life forces through it’ 
LOH p186
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The symbol of Aquarius 
depicts a  man  holding an 
inverted vase, pouring a 
stream of water. 
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Our solar system is entering two cycles  of Aquarius:

– Aquarius,  the s ign into which the sun is  now moving,  governs both the 
greater  cycle  of  25,000 years and lesser  one of  2,300 years.

The two healing rays R7 & R2  are transmitted by Aquarius  through its 
two rulers Uranus R7 and Jupiter R2

The R5 cycle coming into power i l lumines both the 5 th lower and higher 
mental plane, empowering both the Sons of Men and the Sons of 
Mind.

With the R4 cycle coming into manifestation, the “immediate future 
achievement consists in the uti l isation of force and of electrical  
energy for the more harmonious adjustment of the l ife of man”.

R2 cycle wil l  manifest more and more objectively in the next 2,200 years

R7 cycle coming into power and  coinciding with the Aquarian cycles 
assists in the  manifestation of  humanity ’s 1 st initiation, the birth of 
the 5 th kingdom of nature, a “momentous event in planetary history ”
and a major event in the l ife of our Planetary Logos
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Our Planetary Logos is well aware of this unique 
opportunity that‘s available to him and He is making 
full and intelligent use of it.

It ’s no surprise that Christ, aligned with His Will and 
permission is due to reappear at the beginning of 
Aquarian Age to inaugurate the Kingdom of souls on 
Earth.

So the Aquarian Age is the right time for healing our 
sick planet

as Soul healing is concerned with  the pouring of pure 
soul energy into and through the mechanism of the 
patient.

When we consider all the factors currently impacting 
Earth, it is humbling to realise our presence here.

As D.K. said “Great is your privilege to be taking part in this”. 


